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Significance of the Study 
The State of New York’s eight training facilities^ comprise eight dis¬ 
tinct institutions, each with unique features, but all performing on one 
basic philosophy: 
To provide a healthy environment in which rebellious 
adolescents can grow in physical and emotional stature 
with the counsel of those who understand the fears and 
needs of youth and have the knowledge to help them to 
work out a better way of facing life's problems.2 
In adhering to this philosophy, training schools are constantly making 
efforts to provide meaningful ways by which the variety of needs of ado¬ 
lescents might be met. It has been said that the administration of a 
program of such a variety calls for: 
The coordination of the many pieces of the whole, 
for flexibility in originating new programs, dropping 
obsolete ones, and for placing the youth in the right 
program for him.3 
It seems safe to say that many of the institutions serving delinquent 
children have taken into consideration one, if not more, of the preceding 
1 
The Annex of State Training Schools for Boys; the Agricultural and 
Industrial School, Industry; the Highland State Training School for Boys, 
Highland; the Otisville State Training School for Boys, Otisville; the New 
York State Training School for Girls, Hudson; the New Hampton State Training 
School for Boys, New Hampton; the New York State Training School for Boys, 
Warwick; and the Troy Branch of State Training Schools for Girls, Vfynantskill. 
2 
New York State Department of Social Welfare, The Program of the New York 
State Training Schools, No. 100 (February, 1958), p. 5. 
3 
Ibid., p. 7. 
1 
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ways by which the basic philosophy of Training Schools night be attained. 
The New York State Training School for Girls, at Hudson, has integrated the 
departments of Home Life and Social Service under a single director in an 
effort to provide an unified approach to group living and a particular 
child’s difficulty.^ 
In reviewing what has been done by clinical services within New York 
State Training Schools, Evelyn Perry, Senior Welfare Consultant, New York 
State Department of Social Welfare, stated: 
Industry which had the first training school clinic in 
the state retains the service aspects of its clinic seeing 
only boys referred to it through the psychiatrist and limit¬ 
ing the caseload so that those carried receive real help. 
Within the past two years, in addition to this intensive case¬ 
work service, Industry has opened a treatment cottage for 
younger boys, with group service as well as casework for the 
boys in this unit and subsequently has extended these services 
for the special treatment cottage for older boys.2 
The New York State Training School for Boys at Warwick has established 
two divisions, each having its own reception cottage. Social workers are 
assigned to one of the two divisions. They work directly with cottage 
parents, as well as with beys,3 
The New Hampton State Training School for Boys, a relatively new 
training school, has had a very active intake with each boy screened for 




Evelyn F. Perry, "Clinical Services in the New York Training Schools" 
(Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Home Service Bureau, New York City, 





Highland State Training School for Boys, opened in 1957, has a rather 
small number of boys. The Training School started with only the psycholo¬ 
gist and the psychiatrist the first year. It added one social worker in 
195Ô, and a supervisor and a second part-time psychiatrist in 1959. The 
clinic now consists of two social workers, one psychologist and two part- 
time psychiatrists,^ 
The Annex of the State Training School for Boys at New Hampton is pro¬ 
vided with clinical treatment by three part-time psychiatrists, each of 
whom carries twenty boys with the social workers acting as consultants and 
2 
liaisons. 
Hawthome-Cedar Knolls at Hawthorne, New York, a private institution, 
devised a treatment organization which seemed to have been a marked devi¬ 
ation from the usual structural form of treatment: 
In this treatment structure, clinic and cottage staff 
are eliminated as separate departments. Social workers are 
assigned to supervise activities of the children and cottage 
parents and are required to offer supervision and guidance to 
the cottage parents in handling youngsters under their di¬ 
rection, Cottage parents are looked upon as technicians with 
the professional supervision supplied by trained social workers. 
Social workers and cottage staff are thus responsible for a 
common treatment process. The latter share their total 
problems with their social work supervisors, who are ready to 
help solve the complicated conflicts and decisions posed by 
the necessity to carry on disciplinary and treatment activi¬ 
ties at the same time. The social workers as supervisors, 
are expected to evaluate the cottage parents' strengths and 




Abraham G. Novick, "Classification and Treatment" (Hudson, New York, 
New York State Training School for Girls, 1957), p. 6. (Mimeographed.) 
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At the Beys Industrial School, Topeka, Kansas, the Cottage Committee 
system was conceived in desperation, after a number of years of trying to 
establish an effective treatmsnt program on the part of the professional 
staff. 1 In an effort to solve the problem of how to transmit some degree 
of clinical understanding to the people who lived and worked with the boys, 
interdisciplinary cottage committees were developed for the purpose of a- 
chieving better understanding of the boys in their care. In turn, cottage 
committee members could better enable each child to benefit from the treat¬ 
ment program planned especially for him.^ 
There seemed to have been little doubt as to why institutions serving 
delinquents were constantly modifying forms of treatment, inasmuch as the 
complexity and variety of problems of delinquent children warranted the in¬ 
ception of more effective treatment programs. 
Like many other institutions serving delinquent children, Otisville 
State Training School for Boys, recognizing a need for modification in its 
treatment program, developed a plan which would hopefully alleviate many 
of its existing problems. The new plan about which this study concerned it¬ 
self was called the Cottage Committee Plan. 
The writer observed that the Cottage Committee Plan evoked the interest 
and curiosity of many of Otisville*s staff members. She was interested in 
knowing the attitudes of staff menbers toward the Cottage Committee Plan 
because many of them had the opportunity to contribute directly to the under¬ 
standing and treatment of the children who were institutionalized and those 
Ï 
Leita P. Craig, "Reaching Delinquents Through Cottage Committees," 
Children. VI (July-August, 1959), pp. 129-134. 
2 
Ibid., p. 129. 
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who were released to the community. Also, the writer wondered whether or 
not staff menbers felt that the Cottage Committee Plan was meeting the 
purposes for which it was intended. 
It is hoped that this study will be of value to the Cottage Committee 
Plan in strengthening some of the weak spots in its mechanics. To other in¬ 
stitutions serving delinquent children, this study might be of value as a 
guide in bringing about mere effective means of understanding and helping 
our troubled adolescents. 
Purpose of the Study 
The primary purpose of this study was to solicit staff members' opinions 
toward the Cottage Committee Plan as to: 
a. whether they thought that the Cottage Committee Plan was an 
improvement over the previous arrangement (the Evaluation 
and Adjustment Committees); 
b. whether they thought that more staff was involved actively 
in planning for each individual boy; 
c. whether they thought that each boy's behavior was discussed 
adequately; and 
d. whether they thought that they were contributing to the 
committee's understanding of each boy's behavior. 
The second purpose of this study was to gather information that would 
describe the Cottage Committee Plan. The writer was interested in de¬ 
scribing the development of the plan, its design, goals, and procedures. 
The final purpose of this study was to solicit staff opinions toward 
the general structure of Cottage Committee meetings. 
Method of Procedure 
The methods used in collecting data pertinent to the purposes of this 
study were participant observation, and personal interviews with the aid of 
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an interview schedule and an interview guide. 
The following were the procedural steps utilized by the writer in se¬ 
curing data for this study: 
a. The first concrete step taken in getting this study underway 
was to read the original copy of the Cottage Committee Plan 
in an effort to find out vhat there was to know about it. 
b. An outline^ was formulated to be used in an interview situ¬ 
ation with those persons (social workers) who were directly 
responsible for the development of the plan. This was exe¬ 
cuted so that the development of the plan, design, aims and 
needs that the plan expected to meet could be secured and 
discussed. 
c. The writer made use of her observation of Cottage Committee 
meetings and of the treatment structure prior to the in¬ 
ception of the plan to supplement data secured from the 
meetings, written material and interviews, 
d. An interview schedule^ was formulated and utilized in inter¬ 
viewing staff menbers who had participated in Cottage Com¬ 
mittee meetings. The interview schedules used in interview 
situations were structured simply to be sent to those staff 
menbers who were not readily accessible to interviews.^ 
It is interesting to note that, generally, the staff was very responsive 
to questions asked by the writer and thought that the study was essential 
and would contribute to the effectiveness of the Cottage Conmittee Plan. 
Several staff menbers questioned the confidentiality of information that 
they were giving, mainly, because they felt that their jobs would be 
jeopardized. After the writer had explained the nature of the study and 
the purposes for tbich it was intended, accompanied with assurance of confi¬ 
dentiality of responses, these staff menbers responded quite freely. 
1 
See Appendix, p. 49. 
^Ibid.. p. 50. 
3 
There were staff members whose work hours made it rather difficult for 
the writer to contact them personally. 
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The very small nunber of staff menbers who refused to answer questions 
asked by the writer were those who had resisted the plan from the time of 
its inception; thus, the inference may be that because they failed to grasp 
the real significance cf the plan, they reflected their strong negative 
feelings toward it by declining to participate in the study. 
Scope and Limitations 
In locality, this study was limited to Otisville State Training School 
for Boys, Otisville, New York, where the writer was receiving her second 
year field work training as a student social worker. The time limit for 
the writer to gather information pertinent to the study was approximately 
three months. 
The sample of this study included eighty staff menbers who, at one time 
or another, had participated in Cottage Committees. The sample included 
forty-four cottage supervisors, three senior supervisors, sixteen teachers, 
six social workers, four nurses, two psychiatrists, two departmental di¬ 
rectors, one psychologist, the superintendent and the assistant superintendent. 
CHAPTER II 
OTISVILLE STATE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS 
The Development of the Agency 
In 1955* the placement of adjudicated delinquent boys posed a difficult 
problem for the state of New York because of limitation in physical facili¬ 
ties* Both state and private institutions worked diligently trying to 
accommodate those boys who had been adjudged juvenile delinquents, evident¬ 
ly, with little success* The New York State Agricultural and Industrial 
School for Boys at Industry, the first state-established institution for 
juvenile delinquents, had reached its peak population-wise. The New York 
State Training School for Boys at Warwick, the second state institution es¬ 
tablished for delinquent boys, in an attempt to comply with the rate of 
commitments, expanded its bed facilities* Despite this attempt, the rate 
of commitments exceeded Warwick’s capacity for intake. The private insti¬ 
tutions, on the other hand, apparently having reached their peak in the 
realm of intake, had begun to focus on promoting an intensified treatment 
program instead of expanding their physical plant. 
Youth House for Boys, a detention care center for New York City, had be¬ 
come overcrowded and was retaining boys for a much longer period than it 
would have ordinarily had there been adequate placement facilities. Those 
boys who had been apprehended and were awaiting adjudication had no place 
to be retained for study to determine the disposition of their cases. They 
were returned home possibly to encounter additional difficulty. This 




One mi$it say that "out of desperation*1 the grounds of an abandoned 
sanitarium - about seventy miles northeast of New York City, New York, at 
Otisville, New York - became the site for New York’s fifth state institution 
serving juvenile delinquents and its fourth to serve delinquent boys. Its 
name became Otisville State Training School for Boys, after having been es¬ 
tablished in 1955 by the following legislation: 
Temporary branches of state training schools 
1. For the better care, treatment, protection and security 
of juvenile delinquents committed to the state training 
schools who, in the judgment of the commissioner, require 
special care, treatment or attention, the department may 
establish, and operate and maintain in suitable location, 
temporary branches of the state training schools. All 
necessary building space, buildings, and grounds and 
other facilities shall be leased by the department, in so 
far as funds are available for such pruposes; no lease 
shall be for a term greater than five years. 
2. Juvenile delinquents shall not be committed directly to 
any temporary branch that may be established. 
3. This section shall not be deemed to empower or permit the 
erection or establishment of any additional permanent in¬ 
stitution or state training school.^ 
On May 13, 1955, the New York State Department of Social Welfare opened 
doors of the newly established institution to nineteen boys - a small seg¬ 
ment of a group of one hundred and twenty adjudicated delinquent boys - who 
had been waiting at New York City Youth House for placement. 
Dr. Benjamin J. Hill became superintendent of the new facility. The 
superintendent, staff and students worked diligently toward the development 
of 360 acres out of 1400 acres for a physical plant. During this time, 
greater emphasis was placed on the basic needs for subsistence than on treat- 
1 
State of New York, Social Welfare Law of the State of New York. June 1, 
1952, Article 7, Paragraph 425-a, p. 176. 
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ment goals. As time progressed, and the buildings became more habitable, 
Otisville's population increased and program elements gained in variety 
and structure. 
During the past four years, Otisville made tremendous progress, and in 
January, I960, had a population of two hundred and seventy-six boys. 
Otisville received boys from the age fifteen to sixteen committed from these 
sixteen counties: New York, Kings, Queens, Bronx, Richmond, Suffolk, Nassau, 
Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess, Green, Columbia, Rockland, Orange, Sullivan, 
and Ulster. Actual commitments of boys from these counties were made to 
the New York State Training School for Boys at Warwick, transfer being later 
arranged to the appropriate school. 
Otisville had a staff population of two hundred and eleven persons, 
which included both professionals and non-professionals. 
The writer thou^it that it would be of importance to note the progress 
that Otisville has made over a period of four years, and at the same time 
bring out various aspects of the existing program. Beginning with a boy's 
arrival at Otisville would be a logical starting point. 
When a student enters Otisville, he goes directly into the Reception 
Program. He remains there approximately two weeks, after which he is placed 
into the general program of the school. Much could be said about the me¬ 
chanics of the Reception Program, and its value in helping students adjust 
to the entire program of the school, however, this would require tremendous 
time and space* Inasmuch as this is so, the writer will quote Lee Stout, 
the Reception Social Worker, who has stated the objectives of the Reception 
Program: 
The overall aim and purpose of the Reception Program is 
to prepare the new boy for a profitable and productive ex- 
11 
perience in the general program of the training school. 
If the boy can leave the Reception Unit with a positive 
attitude toward the training school, we feel that the 
rehabilitation of this boy can be facilitated--— In 
order to accomplish this, our Reception Program will be 
organized around the interdependent areas of endeavors*1 
After a boy completes his orientation, he goes into the program of the 
school which encompasses many areas of endeavor, for example, the Education 
Program where there are twenty-one teachers who - as a team - work together 
to help students to grow intellectually, as well as socially. Since a 
large number of the students are handicapped in reading, greater emphasis is 
placed on the remedial reading program, in which two teachers are assigned 
to administer tests to students in order to determine their areas of specific 
needs. 
There are three sections to the school's program. One of the sections, 
Johnson Hall, is the locality for the elementary school and the junior high 
school. In the elementary school, the classes are small - composed of ap¬ 
proximately seven students - as a means of utilizing the individual approach 
to a boy's reading difficulty. In the junior high school, the program is 
organized to correspond to the community public schools. The objective is 
to keep students abreast in the basic academic courses, in the event they 
decide to continue in school after being released into the community* 
The second section of the school which is also a part of the junior high 
school is the center school. In this area, courses in business education, 
music and physical education are taught. 
1 
Lee Stout, "Reception Program at Otisville Training School for Boys" 
(Otisville, New York, Otisville State Training School for Boys, October, 
1959). (Mimeog raphed.) 
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The third section of the school called Vocational School, gives the 
student an opportunity to engage in introductory trade training activities, 
such as auto mechanics, carpentry, barbering and plumbing. The students 
are often given a chance to practice that which they have learned from their 
vocational classes by being assigned to various maintenance work activities 
associated with their respective vocational interests. 
Aside from the academic endeavors, students are constantly participating 
in leisure time activities. During the summer months, boys engage in 
summer camp activities at "Camp Cha Cha," which they built themselves. They 
enjoy such activities as swimming, arts and crafts, recreation, remedial 
reading and off-campus field trips. Many of the teachers, at this time, 
share with the stridents the experiences of out-door living. 
The recreation program is very important to the school's program. It is 
developed by the students and staff as an essential segment of the Training 
School's overall treatment program. Among its many activities, it gives 
the athletes an opportunity to compete with boys from various schools in 
various sports. 
Resulting from constructive relationships with various community re¬ 
sources, boys make off-campus trips to movies, concerts, plays and other 
community events. Maximum efforts are made to strengthen ties with schools, 
recreational and cultural agencies, as well as with neighbors in nearby 
communities,^- 
For living facilities, there are fourteen cottage units, with each unit 
Ï 
Benjamin J. Hill, "Otisville Training School for Boys” (Otisville, New 
York, Otisville State Training School for Boys, 1959), p, 4, (Mimeographed,) 
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having the housing capacity for twenty boys. Most of the cottages are two 
stories, with a cottage unit on each floor. Each cottage unit is manned by 
boys’ supervisors who work tours from 8 to 4 — 4 to 12 — and 12 to 8. 
All staff are on the 40 hour-week schedule. Relief supervisors are assigned 
so that they cover two cottage units. It is the aim of the Cottage Living 
Pregram to schedule as few staff menbers to each cottage unit as possible in 
order to effect maximum team work. The supervisors of each cottage unit 
comprise the basic cottage team that work with the social worker, psychia¬ 
trist and teacher.^- 
The spiritual element of the school is essential to the school's program. 
Opportunities for religious observance and counseling are provided by three 
part-time chaplains - Catholic, Jewish and Protestant. 
As for medical care, the beys are treated by a medical staff consisting 
of a head nurse, four staff nurses, a part-time dentist and a part-time phy¬ 
sician. In cases where boys require special medical attention, they are re¬ 
ferred to community resources - hospitals and specialising physicians. 
Dr. Benjamin J. Hill stated that: 
A conscientious medical program is carried out from 
the date of admission until the date of parole. Close 
cooperation between the medical staff and our social 
service clinic results in a program designed to meet not 
only the physical needs, but includes the boys’ emotional 
welfare as well.2 
Within the medical program, the staff has set up a Health Education Program 
which entails a series of five classes to be given each boy at stated inter- 
Ï 
Ibid., p. 3. 
2 
Ibid., p. 5. 
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vais throughout his institutionalization. The objectives of this program 
are: 
1. To teach the boys during their stay at the institution 
how to care for themselves. 
2. To teach these same boys how and why others care for 
them in the prevention and cure of illnesses. 
3. To prepare our boys for a richer, socially accepted 
existence in their community upon their release from 
the institution.! 
The clinical staff consists of the director, five social workers, five 
days of psychiatric service given by two part-time psychiatrists, one full¬ 
time clinical psychologist, and a consultant group therapist. The treatment 
program utilizes the team approach - the team including non-professionals, 
as well as professionals. Social workers, psychiatrists, supervisors, and 
teachers are involved in the general treatment program of the boys by means 
of the Zone Plan. The major purpose of this plan is to develop an improved 
working relationship between the clinic and cottage staff, in an effort to 
help the boys benefit more from the program and, hopefully, to effect their 
better adjustments. In the following chapter the clinical approach to the 
treatment of the boys will be discussed at greater length. 
1 
Vincent Knoll, ’’Health Education Program” (Otisville, New York, 
Otisville Training School for Boys, 1959), p. 1. (Mimeographed.) 
CHAPTER III 
THE COTTAGE COMMITTEE PLAN 
The Development 
During the month of September, 1959, the Care and Training Section of 
Otisville State Training School for Boys became engrossed in its periodic 
task of self-evaluation* Representatives from each area of the school sub¬ 
mitted their proposed plan to menbers of the Care and Training Committee 
for evaluation and approval or disapproval. Each area of the school’s 
program within the realm of each area of specification, proposed plans that 
would alter living and learning approaches where such changes were indicated 
and compatible with the best welfare of the boys. 
The clinical staff, among others, submitted its proposed plan of New 
Goals in Treatment. which was properly referred to as the Cottage Committee 
Plan* This plan was conceived in an effort to provide a more unified and 
systematic team approach to the care, training and treatment of boys at the 
training school. 
In reviewing the arrangement prior to the inception of the Cottage 
Committee Plan (the Evaluation and Adjustment Committees), several aspects 
of the program were brought into focus with parti exila r concentration on 
how this program affected staff relationships. 
The Adjustment Committee consisted of the Director of Cottage Living, 
the Director of Education, the Assistant Superintendent, the Director of 
Social Service and/or a representative. This meeting was chaired by the 
Director of Cottage Living and met weekly to discuss and make recom¬ 
mendations on those boys who were involved in incidents. They took into 
15 
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consideration they type of incidents, the students' needs for closer clini¬ 
cal contacts and their needs for transfer to an institution that would pro¬ 
vide a closer type of supervision, care and treatment* 
The Evaluation Committee consisted of the Director of Social Service, 
the Director of Cottage Living and the Director of Education* On occasion, 
the social worker would participate in this meeting, if the discussion of 
a particular case warranted her presence* This committee was chaired by 
the Director of Social Service and met weekly to evaluate each boy's adjust¬ 
ment and progress vtfiile at the Training School and his readiness for a 
home visit or parole. Each boy was reviewed every three months, based on 
an average of an eight month's stay which meant that each boy received two 
or more evaluations while at the school. The social worker received and 
compiled reports from the Medical, Education, Vocation and Cottage Staffs 
as to students* adjustment and progress in each respective area. The 
method of reporting was a mimeographed outline, questioning different 
aspects of a bey's behavior* The psychiatric and psychological information 
was obtained directly from boys' case records. Reports on a boy's current 
home situation was sent in by the after-care worker who, also, made recom¬ 
mendations as to a boy's readiness for parole or a visit. The social 
worker would compile the material she had received in addition to stating 
her own impressions, and would make recommendations to the Evaluation Com¬ 
mittee* This committee would make recommendations, after having evaluated 
the material, to the superintendent who would approve or disapprove. 
The Assignment Committee consisted of the Director of Education, the 
Vocational Supervisor, the social worker, the Director of Cottage Living 
and met weekly to review the requests from staff and boys for changes in 
17 
school and work assignments. 
The aims of these conmittees were good, and the energies of staff in¬ 
volved were well exerted, however, there was a fault in the interdiscipli¬ 
nary approach to the care, training and treatment of the boys. Clinic 
members felt that the students were being considered in "segments" rather 
than "totally", which gavç limited incentive to the school's program and 
staff, as well as to students. Furthermore, the students' problems were 
being doled out to various committees for consideration, namely, the Adjust¬ 
ment and Evaluation Committees, who ofttimes knew the boys only through 
reports of others. 
Being keenly aware of the shortcomings of the existing program and the 
advantages of a plan emphasizing the interdisciplinary approach to problems, 
Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Oswell, social workers, initiated steps toward the 
development of the Cottage Committee Plan. The idea for this plan origi¬ 
nated from Children.^- The particular article from which the idea was taken 
outlined a cottage committee plan operating at the Kansas Industrial School, 
Topeka, Kansas, and emphasized an interdisciplinary approach to the treat¬ 
ment of its students. 
The Objectives 
First, the Cottage Committee Plan proposed to involve more staff in the 
active "on the spot" planning for each boy.^ This was to solicit the full 
1 
Leita P. Craig, op. cit.. pp. 129-134. 
2 
Clinical Staff, "New Goals in Treatment" (Otisville, New York, Otis- 
ville State Training School for Boys, 1959). (Mimeographed.) 
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participation of staff menbers who were actively involved with the students 
and who were significant figures in the boy’s daily life at Otisville 
Training School. Again, this enforced the team approach which seemed to 
have been basic to the effective functioning of the school* The advantage 
of this approach was the fact that it provided for verbalization of view¬ 
points by all staff, which made for the modification and reinforcement of 
what the others saw. Again, it provided an opportunity for staff to become 
adept at recognizing those subtle nuances of behavior which reflected a 
boy’s real feelings and attitudes, which ofttimes told more about him than 
he could tell about himself. 
Secondly, the plan proposed to work out a more effective procedure for 
periodic evaluation of each boy,^ Emphasized here was the fact that no 
matter how promising its program might seem to be, a school can be of real 
help to its students only insofar as it understands them and relates its 
program to their individual needs* Thus, understanding comes from accurate 
and perceptive procedures of evaluation and diagnosis, to which the second 
objective refers. 
Thirdly, it proposed to recommend transfers, visits, assignment changes 
and parole to result from full Cottage Committee planning.2 Heretofore, 
the non-professional staff, especially, felt that they had no little voice 
in decision-making for boys, yet, they retained the attitude that they were 
significant figures in each boy's life and should be treated as such. The 






staff for the non-professionals1 feelings of being "left out" and the re¬ 
alization that planning can only be effective when all the services of a 
school are integrated in the interest of its population. 




c. Home Room Teacher 
d. Vocational Representative 
e. Maintenance Representative (when possible) 
f« Chaplain (on call) 
g. Superintendent 
or 
h. Assistant Superintendent (on call) 
i. Clinic Director (on call) 
j. Social Worker 
k. Cottage Life Director (or Senior Supervisor) 
l. Representative from Infirmary 
m. Representative from Supervisory Staff (the Supervisors 
are to rotate).1 
Procedures 
The procedures of Cottage Committee meetings as outlined in the origi¬ 
nal copy of New Goals in Treatment were as follows: 
1. Meetings are to be scheduled so as to consider one 
cottage per week which means that every cottage is 
to be considered once every three months. 
2. Suggested meeting days - Wednesday or Thursday, 
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 noon. 
3. Each boy in the unit is to be evaluated. 
4. Supervisory problems relating to the specific 




5. Case presentations (when recommended) with boy 
present during part of the meeting (on clinic 
recommendation)•^ 
The first Cottage Committee meeting was held at Otisville Training 
School for Boys on November 2, 1959» at which time two cottage units (40) 
boys were considered. The clinical staff thought it feasible, during the 
initial stage, to have two meetings a week covering two cottages in an 
effort to cover all cottage units (13) within six weeks. After each of 
the thirteen cottage units had been covered, one cottage committee meeting 
per week was scheduled, which meant that each cottage unit (20) boys would 
be considered every thirteen weeks. Wednesday was chosen as the meeting 
date with the time limitation being from the hour of 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 
noon. On several occasions, the time was extended in order to consider 
each boy scheduled for evaluation at this time. 
In the realm of staff participation, as stipulated in the original plan, 
there seemed to have been a shortcoming. Staff who were actively involved 
in Cottage Committees were: social workers, cottage supervisors, senior 
supervisors, teachers, nurses, psychiatrists, and the psychologist. The 
section directors, assistant superintendent and the superintendent were 
present at these meetings on occasions. 
Roles of Staff Groups 
Each staff menber present at Cottage Committee meetings had the re¬ 
sponsibility of participating actively in planning for the care, training, 
and treatment of each individual boy. 
The social worker acted as chairman of these meetings, and also served 
1 
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in the capacity of social caseworker. She or he directed the meetings, 
gave social histories on each boy, gave his or her impression of each boy 
resulting from personal interviews and group meetings, gave the current 
home situation of each boy and summed up pertinent information brought out 
during discussions on each boy. 
The cottage supervisor, reporting at a cottage committee meeting, repre¬ 
sented five other supervisors of the same cottage unit. As was previously 
indicated, supervisors rotated in the presentation of information in 
meetings, which meant that every three months a different supervisor repre¬ 
sented a particular cottage unit. Each supervisory report was geared 
toward each boy's reaction to supervision administered by cottage super¬ 
visors, his reaction toward his peer group, his reaction toward his work 
assignments and his reactions toward general activities of cottage living. 
The senior supervisors supplemented the information given by cottage super¬ 
visors by citing certain situations in which they had been involved with 
certain boys. 
The teachers' presentations were geared toward each boy's learning ex¬ 
periences in accordance with his abilities and toward each boy's relation¬ 
ship to his classmates and teachers in a learning situation. 
The nurses' presentations were reports on the boys physical conditions 
and some efforts to present the emotional aspects of some of the boys' com¬ 
plaints. 
The psychiatrists' presentations were the interpretation of the boys' 
needs and what they perceived as being the best prescribed program to meet 
these needs. 
The psychologist presented results of the diagnostic testing of each 
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boy and interpreted significant findings of his study of each boy’s person¬ 
ality and human behavior problem* 
The superintended, assistant superintendent, and departmental directors 
did not make direct presentations as such, but their participation was more 
administratively oriented* This being true, the persons holding these 
titles made their contributions in the way of clarification of agency 
policy. Also, these persons attended the meetings in order to remain at¬ 
tuned to what went on in the way of the care, training and treatment of its 
student population, as well as to become ever more attuned to some of the 
dynamics of human behavior. 
Recording 
The Cottage Committee decisions were recorded by the social worker, who 
directed the meetings or by a social worker who volunteered her time for 
this task. Preceding the termination of a Cottage Committee meeting, the 
social worker pulled together committee presentations in an orderly fashion 
and submitted the material to the clinic director and to the superintendent. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
This chapter is concerned with the presentation of the findings of this 
study, which represent staff members’ responses to questions concerning the 
Cottage Committee Plan. Table titles are the questions taken directly from 
the interview schedule and are presented in the same sequence as on the in¬ 
terview schedule. The first question is a general one, so composed as to 
solicit opinions of staff menbers of the Cottage Committee Plan, Subsequent 
questions are more specific and were designed to elicit staff menbers' 
opinions of the mechanics of the Cottage Committee Plan. 
TABLE 1 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT THE COTTAGE COMMITTEE PLAN 
IS AN IMPROVEMENT OVER THE PREVIOUS ARRANGEMENT (THE EVALUATION AND 
ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEES)?» 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No 
Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 2 0 1 
Cottage Supervisors 44 43 1 0 
Teachers 16 14 0 2 
Social Workers 6 6 0 0 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 1 0 0 
Supe rint endent 1 1 0 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 
Directors 2 2 0 0 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 76 1 3 
Table 1 discloses the striking fact that seventy-six of the eight re¬ 
spondents thought that the Cottage Committee Plan was an improvement over 
the previous arrangement (the Evaluation and Adjustment Committees). 
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Through further comments, the supervisory staff supported its affirmative 
preference by citing the significance of the Cottage Committee Plan in the 
context of active participation with other staff in planning for individual 
beys* Generally, they thought that the plan provided them with greater 
opportunity to verbalize just how they saw particular boys, whereas, they 
had not previously been able to explain themselves adequately in requested 
written reports. Even more important to the supervisory staff members was 
their acceptance by the professional staff as significant members of the 
team. In contrast to the group*s thinking, one supervisor thought that the 
previous arrangement was a good one, because written reports had less 
chance of being forgotten than the interchange of ideas in actual Cottage 
Committee participation* The one senior supervisor who did not answer the 
question maintained that it was too early to state whether or not the 
Cottage Committee represented an improvement over the previous plan* 
It was the consensus of fourteen members of the teaching staff that the 
Cottage Committee provided a setting in which boys could be given a more 
comprehensive evaluation and a setting in which there was greater contact 
with staff members, other than teachers. Two members of the teaching staff 
though that they could not give an adequate answer to the question because 
they were not employed at the institution during the existence of the previ¬ 
ous arrangement* 
Social workers asserted that the Cottage Committee Plan provided an in¬ 
terdisciplinary approach to boys' problems which made for a better under¬ 
standing of the boys in their care and vhich provided an opportunity for 
each boy to derive maximum benefit from the total treatment program. 
The psychiatrists' views on the question were essentially the same as 
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the social workers. One of the two psychiatrists commented: 
The fact that people who are in immediate and close 
contact with the boys participate, along with others 
dealing with boys, is, in my opinion, a definite advantage. 
One of the two directors affirmed his preference by pointing out that: 
It gives recognition to almost all facets of a boy's 
total living situation, to his direct responses, and to 
his growth and development. 
In considering the question in light of the present and past arrangement, 
the psychologist commented: 
Under the present system, people who are directly in¬ 
volved with a boy make recommendations to the director of 
the clinic and/or the superintendent concerning a boy's 
progress, rather than administrative personnel, who usual¬ 
ly know the boy only through reports of others* 
The superintendent of the institution commented: 
The Cottage Committee Plan gives more people who have 
contact with a boy an opportunity to pool their knowledge, 
so that they can get a well-rounded picture of a boy while 
at the Training School. Also, it gives each staff member 
a feeling of being a member of a team operation and an 
opportunity to raise questions of his/her own concerning 
specific cases. 
The assistant superintendent, reflecting on this point from the stand¬ 
point of treatment, commented: "The Cottage Committee Plan tends to bring 
about more positive treatment of the individual boy*" 
The comment of the head nurse well illustrates the thinking of the 
medical staff: 
One important improvement is that cottage supervisors 
are included, I, also, feel that they know the boys* 
problems and behavior better than most members of the Com¬ 
mittee, due to their daily contact with the boys* 
There seemed to have been consensus among all staff groups that attend¬ 
ance at Cottage Committee meetings was advantageous and that all staff liked 
attending* The comments of staff as to why they liked attending these 
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meetings were essentially the same, and would in all probability be exempli¬ 
fied in the statement of one of the members of the teaching staff: "The 
wealth of the information gained has unusual value in teaching the boy and 
in understanding his behavior," 
There seemed to have been an awareness among staff members that through 
sharing their mutual efforts at Cottage Committee Meetings, they could make 
the greatest contribution to the care, training and treatment of each boy. 
Originally, the Cottage Committee Plan proposed to involve staff members 
representing all areas of the school who were in direct contact with boys. 
During the time this study was undertaken, each area of the school's 
program was not represented at Cottage Committee meetings. On this basis, 
the question was asked, "Should there be more, fewer, or the same number of 
staff members involved in each Cottage Committee?" Data in the following 
table indicate staff opinions toward this question. 
TABLE 2 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "SHOULD THERE BE MORE, FEWER, OR THE SAME NUMBER 
OF STAFF MEMBERS INVOLVED IN EACH COTTAGE COMMITTEE?" 




Senior Supervisors 3 1 0 2 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 23 1 19 1 
Teachers 16 1 1 13 1 
Social Workers 6 3 0 3 0 
Psychiatrists 2 0 0 2 0 
Psychologist 1 0 0 1 0 
Supe rintendent 1 0 0 1 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 0 
Directors 2 0 0 1 1 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 0 
Total 80 33 2 42 3 
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The findings presented in Table 2 indicate a marked difference in staff 
opinions as to the nunber of staff to be involved in Cottage Committees. 
There were forty-two staff members who thought that the number presently in¬ 
volved was sufficient, whereas, thirty-three staff members thought that more 
staff should be involved. Conversely, two staff members th ought that fewer 
staff should be involved and three staff members remained indifferent. 
It is to be noted that the discrepancy in responses was not among any 
particular staff groups, rather it was among staff members within their 
respective groups. The largest span of disagreement was among cottage 
supervisors. Twenty-three supervisors thought that more staff should be 
involved in Cottage Committees; nineteen staff members thought that the 
present nunber was sufficd ent; one supervisor thought that fewer staff 
should be involved and one supervisor did not answer the question. Three 
social workers thought that more staff should be involved and three thought 
that the present nunber was sufficient. Despite the discrepancies, the writer 
has reasons to believe that the majority of the staff was together in their 
opinions toward the involvement of staff in Cottage Committees, because of 
the responses to the preceding question* The question read, "What persons, 
if any, do you think should be involved who are not included in Cottage 
Committees?" In response to this question, staff members proposed in¬ 
clusion of the chaplains, recreation staff, maintenance staff and work 
supervisors in Cottage Committee meetings. This suggested to the writer 
that the staff envisioned an ideal situation in which all staff, who had 
contact with boys, would be involved. To illustrate the point of discussion, 
the director of Cottage Living contended: 
Ideally, I think that more staff should be involved. 
The Recreation Department should have representatives. 
Those boys who have assignments in the Maintenance Depart- 
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ment should be represented by one of the individuals 
with whom they work. Practically, I would say that 
the present number is sufficient, because of the 
limited nunber of maintenance persons who have tre¬ 
mendous work loads to be accomplished which prohibits 
their attendance. The recreation staff is limited 
in terms of nunber of hours per week, so far each 
hour of attendance at meetings, the Recreation Program 
for the total institution would have to be curtailed. 
Generally, other staff members thought that there should be representa¬ 
tives from each area of the school at Cottage Committee meetings, so that an 
adequate and all-rourried picture of each boy could be obtained. Those 
staff menbers who thought the present nunber was sufficient contended that 
more and valuable time would be consumed if more staff were involved. 
The question, "Do you think that all staff menbers are participating 
actively in planning for individual boys?" tended to emphasize each staff 
member’s perception of other staff menbers’ activity in planning for in¬ 
dividual boys. Table 3 shows the staff’è responses to the question. 
TABLE 3 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT ALL STAFF MEMBERS INVOLVED 
IN YOUR PARTICULAR COTTAGE COMMITTEE ARE PARTICIPATING ACTIVELY IN 
PLANNING FOR INDIVIDUAL BOYS?" 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No Answer 
Senior Groups 3 1 2 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 33 11 0 
Teachers 16 14 1 1 
Social Workers 6 4 2 0 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 0 1 0 
Supe rint endent 1 0 0 1 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 
Directe rs 2 2 0 0 
Nurses 4 0 4 0 
Total 80 57 21 2 
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The data in Table 3 indicate that most of the staff thought that all 
staff meabers were participating actively in planning for individual boys. 
Generally, those members of the supervisory staff, falling within this 
group, thought that each person reporting did so within the realm of his 
capabilities. The comments of the teaching and clinical staff were some¬ 
what the same as the supervisory staff, except that they thought that by 
the virtue of staff attendance at Cottage Committee meetings participation 
was automatic. 
There were twenty-one staff members who thought that all staff members 
were not participating actively in planning for individual boys. The 
largest amount of dissatisfaction came from the supervisory and medical 
staff. One supervisor commented: "There is a large amount of material 
that supervisors could bring out in these meetings, but they are afraid of 
the senior supervisors. They also think that others might think them 
prejudiced," 
Another supervisor commented that some staff members were not interested 
in accepting responsibility: "Some are not interested enough in taking the 
responsibility of reporting to the committee, therefore, the conclusions 
are bad," 
The psychologist was somewhat ambivalent in his feelings concerning the 
activity of staff in Cottage Committee meetings. He felt that the activity 
of staff depended largely on the particular boy being discussed. 
In her comment, the head nurse expressed the attitudes of the members 
of her staff: "I feel that some of the Committee members have very little 
to say one way or the other about a boy’s adjustment, unless they are 
questioned," 
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One teacher and the superintendent did not give a definite answer, how¬ 
ever the superintendent commented: 
Each staff menber has an opportunity to participate 
actively, however, I do not know whether they are or not. 
In reviewing boys' case records, each person seems to be 
taking advantage of the opportunity* 
Ambivalence and variation in staff responses as to whether all staff 
involved in Cottage Committees are participating actively in planning for 
individual boys were probably due to the extent of each staff menber's 
perception of "participating actively*" 
In regard to all responses on the point of discussion, it might be 
assumed that there were certain prevailing limitations in the realm of 
active participation of all staff in Cottage Committee meetings. Secondly, 
since the plan was relatively new and the staff members were still at a 
point of orientation, present staff functioning should not be overestimated. 
TABLE 4 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT ALL STAFF INVOLVED IN YOUR 
PARTICULAR COTTAGE COMMITTEE SHOULD PARTICIPATE ACTIVELY IN PLANNING 
FOR INDIVIDUAL BOYS?" 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 3 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 43 0 0 
Teachers 16 15 0 1 
Social Workers 6 6 0 0 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 1 0 0 
Supe rint endent 1 1 0 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 
Directors 2 1 0 1 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 77 0 3 
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Table k shows that there was almost unanimity with regard to whether 
all staff should participate actively in planning for individual boys. 
Three staff members did not answer the question, nor did they give expla¬ 
nations as to why they could not answer. 
The majority of staff’s comments in regard to the question might be 
briefly summarized in these terms: the team approach to boys' problems 
elicits full participation of all staff members; a realistic and con¬ 
structive assessment of boys’ problems and needs means continuous appraisal 
and continuous redefining of goals consistent with their progress and 
development. This, in all probability, can only be accomplished through 
active participation of each member of the team in bringing to the Committee 
his viewpoints of a boy's living experiences and different personal re¬ 
lationships. 
In the realm of contribution, each mentoer of the team had the responsi¬ 
bility of bringing something to Cottage Committee meetings. The important 
point was how each member felt about that which he brought and received. 
The next two questions were composed so as to solicit staff opinions toward 
their contributions and contributions of others. 
As shown by data in Table 5, page 32, the majority of the staff thought 
that they had contributed to the Committee's understanding of the boys they 
had discussed. As would be expected, each staff group perceived of its 
contribution differently, yet, each aspired to achieve the same goal as 
confirmed by the team, that was the care, training, and treatment of each 
student at Otisville State Training School for Boys. 
The supervisory staff thought of their contributions as being the 
presentation of that information which best described the bqy in Cottage 
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TABLE 5 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION : "DO YOU THINK THAT YOU HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO 
THE COMMITTEE'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE BOYS YOU HAVE DISCUSSED?" 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 3 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 38 3 3 
Teachers 16 13 0 3 
Social Workers 6 6 0 0 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 1 0 0 
Supe rintendent 1 1 0 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 
Directors 2 1 0 1 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 70 3 7 
Living, The social workers thought of their contributions as being the 
presentation of a boy's social history, material obtained from personal in¬ 
terviews and group meetings and the presentation of information received on 
a boy's current home situation. The teachers thought of their contributions 
as being the presentation of their observations of each boy's reaction to 
school itself and to the academic discipline required. The psychologist's 
and psychiatrists' contributions, as with other staff groups, were somewhat 
in keeping with each one's parituclar discipline, Che psychiatrist, com¬ 
menting on the value of the presentation of material by staff members, said: 
"Anyone can gain from another's experience and knowledge, if expressed 
simply," 
As would be expected, the superintendent and assistant superintendent 
thought of their contributions as being administratively centered, that is, 
approving the Cottage Committee Plan and lending support to the development 
of the machinery, which was necessary for the operation of the plan. An 
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example of this would be deviating staff menbers for Cottage Committee par¬ 
ticipation* The medical staff thought of their contribution as being the 
presentation of medical information, such as boys' physical health, dental 
health, injuries, accidents, X-Rays, refractions and ultra-violet treatments. 
One of the three staff members who thought that he had not contributed 
to the Committee's understanding of the boys, commented: "I don't like the 
meetings." 
Another supervisor commented: "I wasn't required to be present at one 
of the meetings I attended, but I came on my own and was not asked to partici¬ 
pate in the discussion at all." 
It seemed evident that the latter supervisor had strong feelings of being 
"left out," and apparently had not been oriented as to the rotation of each 
cottage supervisor in the presentation of material from Cottage Living, 
The former supervisor did not comment on the question. 
The seven staff menbers who did not answer made the following comments: 
"I cannot answer." "I think I have helped other committee members and I 
know that they have helped me," I have tried to be helpful, but the value 
of my contribution needs to be Judged by others," "I have the hope that I 
may have contributed some little pieces here and there." "An answer to 
this would be an assumption." "This was the first meeting that I attended." 
It might be assumed from the foregoir^ comments that few staff menbers 
had reservations about their contributions and felt the need for evaluation 
by other staff of their contributions. It is interesting to note that in 
interview situations where this question was asked, many staff members re¬ 
acted with a sigh or gesture which indicated that they were shocked that the 
interviewer asked such a question. 
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TABLE 6 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS HAVE 
CONTRIBUTED TO YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE BOYS DISCUSSED?" 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 3 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 39 2 3 
Teachers 16 15 0 1 
Social Workers 6 6 0 0 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 1 0 0 
Supe rint e ndent 1 1 0 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 
Directors 2 2 0 0 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 74 2 4 
As indicated by data in Table 6, a large proportion of staff members 
thought that they had acquired a considerable amount of knowledge from 
other staff members about each bqy*s unique situation. 
Generally, each staff member thought that information presented by both 
professionals and lay personnel was meaningful and revealed a fairly ade¬ 
quate picture of each boy. In particular, the supervisory staff thought 
that, for the first time, they actually had something to carry back to 
Cottage Living, and were finally accepted by the professional staff for what 
they were and for what they had to contribute. 
Two staff members from the supervisory staff who thought that the presen¬ 
tations by other staff had not been a contribution to their understanding of 
boys commented strongly: 
The reason is that each supervisor has his opinion of 
different boys and another supervisor is different from the 
others in his opinion. 
Because some members fail to see boys as disciplinary 
problems, they think of boys as individuals rather than as 
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a unit of twenty boys and that these boys have to get along 
in society of others and cannot be pampered* 
From the foregoing statements, it seems clear that those two supervisors 
differed from the majority of staff menfcers in reference to their conception 
of goals in working with juvenile delinquents. These statements suggested 
to the writer also that the two supervisors had encountered difficulty in 
Cottage Committee meetings, which might explain their present attitudes. 
The remaining four staff members did not answer the question because 
they thought that some of the Committee members, not all, had made contri¬ 
butions and that they had not attended enought meetings to give an adequate 
answer* 
TABLE 7 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT ALL BOYS ARE BEING 
CONSIDERED AS INDIVIDUALS UNDER THE COTTAGE COMMITTEE PLAN?' 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 3 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 39 3 2 
Teachers 16 14 1 1 
Social Workers 6 6 0 0 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 0 1 0 
Supe rintendent 1 1 0 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 0 0 1 
Directors 2 2 0 0 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 71 5 4 
It was the consensus of staff groups that all boys were being con¬ 
sidered as individuals under the new plan* A large proportion of staff who 
answered affirmatively did so because they thought that each boy was dis¬ 
cussed as individually as possible, in view of the present limitations, 
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such as the time limitation, and the limitation of some staff members, at 
this early stage, in grasping the significance of the Cottage Committee 
meetings. 
The five staff members who thought that boys were not being considered 
as individuals contended that there was not enough time, that there were 
uninterested staff members who were merely putting in time, and that the 
shortage of staff rade this an impossibility. 
The psychologist reflecting on this point, commented: "Much too much 
emphasis is placed on the length of a boy’s stay at O.T.S.; much too little 
emphasis is placed upon his real progress in facing basic emotional problems 
that brought him here." 
Among the four staff members who did not answer in either direction, 
one supervisor thought that some boys were being treated as numbers instead 
of individuals. Here reference was made to the new boys who apparently were 
receiving very little attention. Another supervisor commented: "Generally, 
they are considered as individuals, however, at times they are discussed 
collectively." 
One teacher commented: "I am not at all sure of this." 
The assistant superintendent, apparently with the same contention, re¬ 
marked: "More boys are being considered as individuals than under the 
previous system." 
Even though the majority of the staff answered affirmatively, the fore¬ 
going comments might be a base for the assumption that the staff members 
did so with reservations. It seems safe to assume that the staff’s con¬ 
tention was engendered by feelings that, because of the lack of time, some 
boys were being considered as individuals, whereas, other bqys were not. 
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TABLE 8 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT EACH BOY'S BEHAVIOR 
IS DISCUSSED ADEQUATELY?" 
Staff Groups Total Yes No No Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 1 2 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 26 11 7 
Teachers 16 12 4 0 
Social Workers 6 2 2 2 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 0 0 1 
Superinte ndent 1 0 0 1 
Assistant Superintendent 1 0 1 0 
Directors 2 1 1 0 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 48 21 11 
Table 8 shows that there was a marked difference between total staff 
and staff groups as to their attitudes concerning whether each boy's be¬ 
havior was discussed adequately or not. Forty-eight staff members thought 
that each boy's behavior was discussed adequately* Twenty-one staff 
mentoers thought that each boy's behavior was not discussed adequately and 
eleven staff members remained indifferent. 
The table also shows that the disagreement was not necessarily among 
staff groups, rather the disagreement was widespread among professionals, 
and among professionals and non-professionals. The largest span of dis¬ 
agreement was among the supervisory staff, where the affirmative answers 
out-numbered the negative answers. Among the social workers, there was an 
even distribution throughout the table. The nurses and psychiatrists were 
in total agreement that each boy was discussed adequately. From the admini¬ 
strative and teaching staff, there was a slight difference in attitudes. 
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Generally, those persons who responded affirmatively did so on the basis 
that each boy’s behavior was discussed as adequately as possible in relation 
to the time allowed to discuss each bey* A comment made by one of the two 
social workers who answered affirmatively seems to illustrate this point 
very well: "Time is so apportioned to allow for fuller discussion of the 
boys requiring special help and planning," 
The table further indicates that twenty-one staff members thought that 
each boy's behavior was not discussed adequately. This group contended that 
there was a tendency to discuss more readily those boys who were "acting 
out" than those boys who were somewhat withdrawn, yet, who were equally or 
more disturbed. They also thought that there was not enough time allowed 
for a fuller discussion of each boy. Various staff members, reflecting on 
this point, commented: "Although the meetings were set up primarily to dis¬ 
cuss each adequately, the meetings still have « tendency to give more at¬ 
tention to problem boys," "If a boy has been here three months or more, he 
is discussed adequately," "There is a definite weakness in discussions as 
to the boy's training area and vocational abilities," 
There were eleven staff members who did not answer the question affirma¬ 
tively or negatively. 
Data in Table 9, page 39, indicate that more staff thought that the 
time allowed to discuss each boy should be increased; twenty-eight staff 
members thought that the time should remain the same and fewer staff 
(sixteen) did not answer. 
It was the consensus of staff who thought that the time should be in¬ 
creased, that it was mathematically impossible to discuss adequately each 
cottage unit of twenty boys in 120 minutes, thus, allowing only 6 minutes 
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TABLE 9 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT THE TIME ALLOWED TO 
DISCUSS EACH BOY SHOULD BE DECREASED, INCREASED OR REMAIN THE 
SAME?" 
Staff Groups Total Decreased Increased Same No 
Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 0 3 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 0 22 15 7 
Teachers 16 1 6 6 3 
Social Workers 6 0 3 2 1 
Psychiatrists 2 0 0 1 1 
Psychologist 1 0 1 0 0 
Supe rint endent 1 0 0 0 1 
Assistant Superintendent 1 0 0 0 1 
Directors 2 0 0 0 2 
Nurses 4 0 0 4 0 
Total 80 1 35 28 16 
per boy* Furthermore, it was asserted that in view of the time limitation, 
there was not much of an opportunity to plan adequately for boys, which was 
ultimately injurious to them* 
Those persons who thought that the time should remain the same explained 
that those boys who were relatively new did not need a great deal of dis¬ 
cussion and that there were unit meetings held between the three month 
period in which an effort was made to discuss each boy’s behavior. General¬ 
ly, those staff members who did not answer the question thought that no 
specific time limit should be imposed, bub rather that time be utilized on 
the basis of need. 
It would seem plausible at this point to infer that a large amount of 
dissatisfaction existed among staff members as to the alloted time for dis¬ 
cussion of each boy’s behavior. 
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TABLE 10 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT THE SOCIAL WORKER SHOULD 
CHAIR THE COTTAGE COMMITTEE MEETINGS?" 
Staff Groups Tot al Yes No No Answer 
Senior Supervisors 3 3 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 37 3 4 
Teachers 16 15 0 1 
Social Workers 6 5 0 1 
Psychiatrists 2 2 0 0 
Psychologist 1 1 0 0 
Superi nt endent 1 1 0 0 
Assistant Superintendent 1 1 0 0 
Directors 2 2 0 0 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 
Total 80 71 3 6 
The majority of the staff thought that the social worker should chair 
the Cottage Committee meetings; four staff members thought that the social 
worker should not chair the Cottage Committee meetings and six staff members 
did not answer. Generally, the bases for the seventy-one staff members' 
opinions were that the social worker was more active in planning for each 
boy than any other person, in that the social worker served as the liaison 
person between the boy and all institutional staff, between the boy, his 
family and the aftercare worker. Finally, the social worker had knowledge 
of a boy's social history and had access to material received from Home 
Service Bureau, the after-care agency. 
Those persons who thought that the social worker should not chair the 
meetings did not comment as to why they answered negatively. The remaining 
staff members who did nob answer, did so because they were not overly con¬ 
cerned as to who should serve in this capacity. A typical opinion was ex- 
a 
pressed by one of the teachers: 
I do not think that the person taking the leading role 
is important, if the desired goal is reached. The inf ord¬ 
ination presented by all areas usually provides some help, 
if not a conclusion. 
TABLE 11 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION: "WHERE DO YOU THINK COTTAGE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
SHOULD BE HELD?" 




Senior Supervisors 3 0 1 2 0 0 
Cottage Supervisors 44 5 11 15 3 10 
Teachers 16 0 5 1 0 10 
Social Workers 6 2 2 1 0 1 
Psychiatrists 2 1 1 0 0 0 
Psychologist 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Supe rintendent 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Assistant Superintendent 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Directors 2 1 0 0 0 1 
Nurses 4 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 80 13 20 19 3 25 
Generally, staff members thought that the physical setting for Cottage 
Committee meetings played an important part in determining the effective¬ 
ness of these meetings. They thought that the meeting place should be 
centrally located - away from outside disturbances, well-ventilated, roomy 
and comfortably furnished. 
Table 11 shows that more staff members thought that Cottage Committee 
meetings should be held in the conference room in the Administration 
Building, Nineteen staff members preferred the staff lounge because they 
thought it was centrally located, well-ventilated and provided an atmosphere 
conducive to staff meetings. Thirteen staff members preferred the library 
because they thought it was spacious and well-ventilated. Three staff 
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members preferred the cottage. It was suggested that if staff members de¬ 
cided to have each boy sit in on part of the discussion, this arrangement 
within the cottage would be a good one. 
A large proportion of staff members did not indicate a preference, con¬ 
sequently, the writer assumed that the present meeting place was their 
choice, or that it did not matter as to where the meetings were held. 
Suggestions were elicited from all staff members as to means or ways by 
which Cottage Committee meetings might become more meaningful to staff and 
ultimately, to the student population. The following suggestions are given 
in order of staff preference: 
1. Work out better procedures for designated supervisors to attend 
Cottage Committee meetings and to remain until these meetings are 
terminated. 
2. Set up some way of letting Education and Cottage Staff members 
know of definite decisions made on boys, before the boy is told. 
3. Greater objectivity of staff concerning boys’ problems instead 
of injecting personal likes and dislikes. 
4. Greater enthusiasm exhibited by all staff in helping boys to 
work through their problems. 
5. Greater preparation of all staff for Committee presentations. 
6. Have boys present, at least, during part of the meeting. 
7. The active participation of representatives from all areas of the 
institution in which boys are in contact. 
8. A report should be sent to the Committee by staff members who are 
involved with boys who can not attend meetings. 
9. Fuller discussions on boys' reactions to work and vocational 
assignments. 
10. Decrease number of boys to be discussed at one Cottage Committee 
meeting. 
11. Tentative evaluation of Cottage Committee since its inception. 
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12. Periodic integration of Home Service Bureau workers in Cottage 
Committees. 
13. Advice from professional staff as to type of supervision to be 
used with each boy. 
14. Progress reports after boys are released, especially during the 
first year (this might prove valuable in helping staff to take 
a more critical look at their deliberation about particular boys). 
15. Train secretary to take notes at Cottage Committee meetings (this 
will allow the social worker more time to participate in 
discussions), 
16. An extended section of Cottage Committee for clinic workers to 
discuss adjustment problems of boys in overall institutional 
program. 
17. A chalk board graph relating time in institution with adjustment 
factors may provide a more accurate picture of a boy's progress. 
Deviation from a normal curve of adjustment can readily be seen. 
To avoid the stereotype situation, the adjustment factor con¬ 
sidered should be in terms of the individual boy's problem* 
IB. Give supervisory staff more information on boys immediately after 
they leave the Reception Program. 
19. Serve refreshments at each meeting. 
20. A more relaxed physical setting for Cottage Committee meetings. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This study was conducted at Otisville State Training School for Boys 
at Otisville, New York. The first purpose of this study was to solicit 
staff members' opinions toward the plan as to: 
a. whether they thought that the Cottage Committee Plan was an 
improvement over the previous arrangement (the Evaluation and 
Adjustment Committees); 
b. whether they thought that more staff was involved actively in 
planning for each individual boy; 
c. whether they thought that each boy's behavior was discussed 
adequately; and 
d. whether they thought that they were contributing to the Committee's 
understanding of each boy's behavior. 
The second purpose of this study was to gather information that would 
describe the Cottage Committee Plan as to its design, objectives and 
procedures. 
The final purpose was to solicit staff opinions toward the general 
structure of Cottage Committee meetings. 
The methods used in collecting data pertinent to the purposes of this 
study were participant observation and personal interviews with the aid of 
an interview guide. 
The sample included eighty staff members, all of whom had participated 
in Cottage Comnittee meetings at one time or another. 
The Clinical staff introduced its proposed plan of New Goals in Treat~ 
ment to the Care and Training Committee in September, 1959. It was the 
purpose of this plan to replace the Evaluation and Adjustment Committees 
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with the Cottage Committee System, in which more staff would be actively in¬ 
volved in planning for the care, training and treatment of the student popu¬ 
lation at Otisville State Training School for Boys. This plan was adopted 
by the Committee and introduced formally to the staff on November 19, 1959* 
The Cottage Committee Plan had been in operation approximately three 
months when the writer of this study solicited the opinions of staff 
members toward the Cottage Committee Plan, Staff opinions might be briefly 
summarized as follows: 
a. the majority of staff (76) thought that the Cottage Comnittee 
Plan was an improvement over the previous arrangement; 
b. all staff liked attending the meetings; 
c. more staff (42) thought that the same number of staff members 
involved in each Cottage Committee was sufficient. Conversely, 
(33) staff members thought that more staff should be involved; 
d. more staff thought that all staff members were participating 
actively in planning for boys; (21) staff members thought that 
all staff was not participating actively; 
e# the majority of staff members (77) thought that all staff should 
participate actively in planning for boys; 
f. the majority of staff (70) thought that they had contributed to 
the Committee's understanding of the boys discussed; 
g. the majority of staff members (74) thought that the Committee 
had contributed to their understanding of boys discussed; 
h. the majority of staff members (71) thought that all boys were 
being considered as individuals under the present plan; 
i. more staff (48) thought that each boy's behavior was discussed 
adequately, whereas, fewer staff (21) did not think that each 
boy's behavior was discussed adequately; 
j. more staff (35) thought that the time allowed to discuss each 
boy should be increased, whereas, fever staff (28) thought that 
the time should remain the same; 
k. the majority of staff thought that the social worker should 
chair the Cottage Comnittee meetings; 
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1* more staff (20 ) thought that the meetings should be held in 
the Conference Room in the Administration Building; nineteen 
preferred the Staff Lounge; thirteen preferred the Library; 
three preferred the Cottage and twenty-five did not indicate 
a preference; and 
m. generally, staff thougit that the meeting place for Cottage 
Committee meetings should have been centrally located, well- 
ventilated, spacious, and furnished with adequate seating 
facilities. 
Conclusions 
The Cottage Committee Plan was of vital importance to the operation of 
the Training School and was generally accepted by staff, except for a few 
of its mechanics. It became an instrument for in-service training for all 
staff, especially the supervisory staff, giving them clinical under¬ 
standing of each boy's behavior, as well as the gratification of being an 
indispensable part of the team. 
The major implications of the findings of this study were: there was 
not enough time allowed to discuss each boy's behavior adequately, and 
that there was a tendency, on the part of staff, to give more attention to 
boys who were "acting out", than to those boys who were somewhat withdrawn. 
The rationale was that it was physically and mathematically impossible to 
discuss twenty boys adequately during a two-hour period. 
Further inspection of the findings revealed ambivalence of staff members 
in their responses to whether or not each boy was being considered as an 
individual and to whether or not each boy's behavior was discussed adequate¬ 
ly. It was assumed that the ambivalence of staff members might be attri¬ 
buted to the newness of the Cottage Committee Plan and to the insecurity of 
staff at this point of orientation. 
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Even though the writer has had very limited knowledge of the field of 
research, it is hoped that this study will have some value to the Cottage 






An Outline That Was Used in Gathering Information 




IV. Roles of Staff Menfcers 
V. Recording of Discussions and Decisions 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Opinions of Staff Members Toward the Cottage Committee Plan 
Department  Position  
1* Do you think that the Cottage Committee Plan is an improvement over the 
previous arrangement (the Evaluation and Adjustment Committees)? 
Yes No  
C omment s :  
2* Have you attended any Cottage Committee Meetings? 
Yes No  
3. Do you like attending the Cottage Committee Meetings? 
Yes No  
Please explain why:  
4* Do you think there should be: 
More staff members involved in each Cottage Committee  
Fewer staff members involved in each Cottage Committee  
The same number presently involved  
5. What persons, if any, do you think should be involved that are not in¬ 
cluded in Cottage Committees?  
6. What persons, if any, do you think should not be involved who are in¬ 
cluded in the Cottage Committee Plan?  
Comments :  
7» Do you think that all staff members involved in your particular Cottage 
Committee are participating actively in planning for individual boys? 
Yes  No   
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Ô. Do you think that all staff involved in your particular Cottage 
Committee should participate actively in planning for individual boys? 
Yes No  
Comments :  
9* Do you think that you have contributed to the Committee's understanding 
of the boys you have discussed? 
Yes No  
C ommen t s :   
ID. Do you think that the Committee members have contributed to your under¬ 
standing of the boys discussed? 
Yes No  
U. Do you think that all boys are being considered as individuals under the 
Cottage Committee Plan? 
Yes No  
Comments :  
12. Do you think that each boy's behavior is discussed adequately? 
Yes No  
Comments:     
13. Do you think that the time allowed to discuss each boy should be: 
Decreased Increased Remain the same  
Comments :  




Please explain why. 
15. Who do you think should chair the Cottage Committee Meetings? 
Title of position  
Please explain why  
16. What do you think about the physical setting of the Cottage Committee 
Meetings?  
17. Where do you think the Cottage Committee Meetings should be held? 
Place  
Please explain why  
18# Please list any suggestions that you might have that might make the 
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